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Download

Android 

1. Open the Play Store

2. Search for cricHQ

3. Tap cricHQ

4. Tap Download



Two Options of Scoring

1. Choose scoring in the navigation menu 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

2. Tap on the plus button in the Green circle to 

open new scoring options 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

3. You are now ready to choose the type of 

match you will create.

Scoring Tab

Plus Button

Two Scoring
Options



Choosing the right type of scoring

There are two different types of scoring you are asked to choose:

From cricHQ Fixture  

This enables you to download an official fixture that is part of your 

cricHQ competition management for your organisation. By downloading 

a fixture, it is quicker to start as all the team and match information is 

already available. It will also mean that when you upload the match it 

is automatically submitted to your organisation. If you can, it is always 

better to score from a cricHQ fixture. 

Create unofficial match/Create own  

If you do not have cricHQ competition management for your  

organisation, you can create your own match. This will mean you will 

have to choose the Club and teams that you want to score for and 

also add in the players. The submitted match will also be considered 

unofficial, and player’s stats will not count to their profiles. They can be 

associated with a cricHQ competition management fixture afterwards, 

but you will need to send a request to support with the match ID.

For cricHQ to  transfer an unofficial match scorecard to a fixture a few 

requirements must be met;

 

1. Create Own Match must be completed and uploaded to CricHQ

2. The teams in the Create Own Match must be the same as the 

teams in the fixture, different versions on CricHQ will not do.

 

Once you have confirmed this send the link to your scorecard, 

as well as the link to the competition it belongs in, to support  

https://support.crichq.com/hc/en-us/requests/new

We will then go ahead and join these for you to ensure your teams and 

players get all their stats and the standings tables are updated.



Scoring Tab

1. Navigation - The white icon 

is how you navigate through 

the app.    

2. New Match - Tap to start 

scoring an official match 

or create your own.  You can 

also transfer a match.  

3. Active - Matches that are 

live and you are currently 

scoring.

4. Saved - Matches that have 

been set up but you haven’t 

started scoring yet.  

5. Finished - Matches that you 

have completed scoring.  

6. Upload - Tap to upload the 

match to cricHQ.  

7. View Match Scorecard - Tap to 

view the scorecard and various 

statistics taken for that match. 

1.

2.

3.
4. 5.

6. 7.



Scoring Tab

Saved Matches - All matches that 

you have set up to score are listed 

here. Matches are displayed in the 

same list format for Active Matches 

and Finished Matches 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

New Match - By pressing the Green 

Plus on the Scoring page you have 

the options of scoring from a cricHQ 

fixture or creating your own.  This 

is where you also can accept a 

transferred match.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Unlock Match - By pressing 

Download Transferred Match you 

will be asked to enter the code 

provided by the previous scorer so 

you can take over the scoring duties. 



How to Setup Scoring  
from cricHQ Fixture 

1. Once you have chosen to start scoring from 

a cricHQ Fixture you should be presented 

with a screen with all the fixtures available 

to you. 

2. Select which fixture you would like to score. 

 

 

 

 

 

3. The Match Information screen will appear 

where you will need to select the players by 

tapping the Home Team and then the Away 

Team. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

4. Any player allocated to the team will be 

displayed.  Tap the checkbox to select. 

5. If the player is not shown you need to tap on 

the Add Player icon and you can search for 

players within that club. 

6. Once selected all your players tap the tick in 

the right hand corner.   

 

 

Select  
your fixture

Select  
Players

Selected

Not  
Selected

Confirm 
player 
selection

Add  
Player 
Icon



1. You will see that a Team Details is under each 

Home and Away team. Tap this and you will 

be able to order the team, select captain and 

wicket keeper. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

2. Tap Show More to show officials. You can 

select your officials here if they aren’t already 

selected.  You can also add officials by tapping 

the plus icon. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

3. Once you are happy with all the match 

information tap the tick to start.

Select players 
for these roles

Add official 
name and 
their role

Drag players 
to choose 
team order

Adding a  
new match  
official screen

Confirm new 
official

Confirm 
Match  
Information 
to start match



How to Create Own 
Match 

1. You have chosen to create your own match, 

you will now see a match information screen 

that you must fill out before starting to score. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

"Dates" - select the date and time of the 

match.  You can add in dates if the game is 

going to go over multiple days. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

"Ground" - Search for your ground by typing 

in and tapping go.  Map will appear, if you are 

happy with your selection, tap the tick. 

 

Match  
Information 
screen must 
be filled out 
before  
starting match

Tap the grey 
boxes to 
select date 
and time

If location 
of match is 
correct,  
tap the 
tick



1. "Match Type" - Choose your match type e.g. 

50 over, Twenty20, Two innings.  The details of 

the match will appear, if you are happy with 

the selection tap the tick to confirm.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

"Home Team" - Search for the club the 

team is in.  Select the club and you will be 

presented with the teams.   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Tap the team you want.   

 

 

 

Select which 
type of  
match you are 
playing

Search for 
your club and 
tap to select

Select your 
team in the 
list



1. Tap the checkboxes of the players 

who are playing in the match.  Once 

completed tap the tick to save. 

 

"Away Team" - Do the same as for 

the Home Team 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Officials - Add an official by 

tapping the plus icon. You will see 

a profile icon and a clipboard icon.  

The clipboard icon is where you 

choose the role of the official e.g. 

Umpire, Third Umpire, Scorer etc. 

Then tap add official.  You are then 

able to search for the official, tap 

the person you want and then tap 

the tick to confirm.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Once you are happy with your 

match information, tap the tick to 

start or the save icon to come back 

later. 

Select your 
players by 
tapping the 
check box 
which will 
turn green

Add official 
name and 
their role

Confirm  
officials

Confirm  
team  
selection

Tap to  
start match



How to Start Match

1. You will be displayed with a scoring screen 

with a heading saying "Waiting for innings 

to start".

2. Once you are ready to start the innings, tap 

the green square "Start Innings". 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

3. Select the toss details.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

4. Select the checkboxes to choose who won the 

toss and whether they elected to bat or bowl.  

Tap tick to confirm.

Tap to  
start innings

Tap to  
select toss 
details

Tap what op-
tion the team 
elected

Select  
which team 
won the toss



1. Select the Facing Batsman. Select the 

checkbox next to the players name.  

Then tap the tick to confirm. Do the 

same for Non-facing batsman.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

2. Select the opening bowler. Select the 

tick box next to the players name. Then 

tap the tick to confirm. Do the same for 

the wicket keeper.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

3. Tap the tick to start.

Tap the grey 
check box 
next to the 
player you 
want to bat, 
this will turn 
green

Tap the grey 
check box 
next to the 
player you 
want to bowl, 
this will turn 
green

Tap the tick 
to start



Live Scoring Screen

The live scoring screen is where you score the match, which then can be uploaded to cricHQ

1. Camera Button - Press to 

connect to a camera to live 

stream or capture clips of 

the match.

2. Scorecard - View the game 

scorecard, match info and 

various graphs that capture 

the data of the game.

3. Team Score - Shows who 

is playing, and each team’s 

score.

4. Green Overview - Overs 

remaining, partnership and 

projected score information. 

5. Circular Arrows - Switch 

which batsman is on strike.

6. Parallel Arrows - Switch out 

the bowler, and you will pick 

a new one. 

7. Blank Squares - Score off 

each ball will display here.

8. Undo Button - Undoes the 

last action. E.g. delete the 

last ball.

9. Scorepad - The basic score 

functions including, dot ball, 

wicket and runs.

10. Action - Replace or retire 

players,  schedule breaks, 

power-play, end innings/

match and transfer score.

11. Edit - Adjust overs, batting 

and bowling scores and add 

notes. 

12. Settings - Adjust any of the 

match settings that were 

made during set up, turn on 

wagon wheel and pitch maps.

13. Extras - Wides, leg byes, byes, 

no balls and penalties.  Also 

extra runs (e.g. 5 and 7). 

1.

3.

4.
5.

6.

7. 8.

10.

11.

12.13.

9.

2.



Filled Out Scoring - The scorecard on 

screen automatically updates as the 

match is scored.   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Select Camera Screen - When you 

have pressed the camera button 

this screen will be displayed telling 

you whether you are connected to a 

camera or not, and whether there are 

cameras around you can connect too.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Scorecard Screen - When you tap 

the scorecard button you will be 

presented with a detailed scorecard 

of the match.  Down the bottom 

there is a new sub navigation, scroll 

horizontally along this to view all 

the different match statistics and 

graphs. 



Undo Button - It undoes the last 

action that was made.   

E.g. When you are in the middle of an 

over, if you tap the undo button it will 

ask if you want to delete the last ball.   

 

 

 

 

 

 

Parallel Arrows Button - When you 

select the parallel arrows next to the 

bowling stats, it allows you to switch 

out the bowler.  You will be presented 

with this screen.  Tick the grey outline 

box next to the player you want to 

bowl and tap the tick to complete.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Over Complete - When six balls have 

been played a pop up will appear 

asking if the over is completed.  Tap  

OK to continue to the next over. 



Action Screen 

1. Retire Batsman - Select and you will be 

asked to choose which batsman you are 

retiring and why.  You will then select a new 

batsman.  

2. Switch Batsman - This switches which 

batsman is on strike.  

3. Replace Bowler - Replaces current 

bowler(highlighted in orange on main 

screen) and you will select a new one. 

4. Replace Keeper - Replaces current keeper, 

you will be asked to select a new one. 

5. Scheduled Break - Select to take a break 

and the reason for it e.g. lunch, drinks 

6. Match Delay - Create match delay and 

select the reason e.g. weather 

7. Add Note - You can add a note to an over/

innings e.g. new ball, last hour.  

8. Add Power-play - Select type of power-play 

by selecting type and number of overs. 

9. End Innings - Tap to end innings, you will 

be asked a reason to select. E.g. All Out, 

Declared.  

10. End Match - Enter the details of which team 

won/lost.  And choose to upload/end match.  

11. Transfer Scoring - When you are no longer 

able to score a match, tap this and you will 

be presented with a 6 digit code to give to 

the new scorer.  They will then be able to 

take over the match from where you left it. 

12. Upload Match -  Uploads the current state 

of the match to cricHQ website. 

1.

2.

3.

5.

6.

7.

8.

9.

10.

11.

12.



Retire Batsman - When you select 

retire batsman you are presented 

with this screen.  You need to select 

which batsman is retiring and why. To 

confirm, tap the tick in the top right 

hand corner.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Replace Bowler - When you replace 

the bowler you will see this screen. 

Tap the grey outline box next to the 

player you want to bowl. To confirm, 

tap the tick.  This is the same process 

for replacing the keeper.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Scheduled Break - Select the reason 

for the scheduled break.  Confirm by 

tapping the tick. 



Match Delay -  Select the reason for 

the delay and confirm by tapping the 

tick.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Add Notes - You can add a note to 

the over/innings.  This can include 

new ball, last hour or create your own 

with the free text option.  Confirm by 

tapping the tick. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Power Play - Select the type of power-

play and how many overs it will last 

for. Confirm by tapping the tick. 



End Innings -  If you want to end 

the innings, select the end innings 

button and then select the reason 

e.g. All Out, Declared, Abandon etc. 

Confirm by tapping the tick. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

End Match - To end the match you 

will have a screen displayed requiring 

you to enter who won and who lost.  

You can share a match report by 

selecting the grey outline box, and 

you will have to select which emails 

to send to.  To finish, tap the upload 

arrow in the top right corner.   If you 

want to discard, tap the trash can, 

the match details will then be deleted 

and you will not be able to recover 

them. 

 

 

 

 

 

Transfer Match -  Tap Transfer and 

you will be provided a six digit code 

to give to the new scorer.  



Edit Screen

1.

2.

3.

1. Switch Innings - Tap to 

switch between innings 

one and innings two match 

information.  

 

2. Sub Navigation - The four 

sub headings, batting, 

bowling, overs and notes. Tap 

to view each one and edit the 

results.  

 

 

   

3. Editing Batting Scores - Tap 

one of the batsman and each 

ball they have hit will drop 

down.  Scroll horizontally to 

view.  Select a  ball to edit. 



Edit Over/Tapped Ball Pop Up - The 

overs will be presented in list form, 

with each ball shown and the score 

inside the box.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

If you select one of the balls it will 

create a pop up giving you several 

options to edit.  For example, you tap 

a Six, the pop up will appear saying 

who bowled and who the batsman 

was who scored the Six.   

 

You then have four options - Edit ball 

(adjust runs), add ball before, add 

ball after and delete ball.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

Edit Notes - Here will be listed the 

notes you have added, this could 

include new ball etc.  



Edit Batting Scores - Listed will be 

the names of the batsman that have 

been in.  

1. Tap the name of the batsman you 

want to edit.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

2. A drop-down of all the balls with 

the scores will appear, tap the one 

that you want to edit.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

3. Pop up will appear asking if you 

want to edit the ball, add ball 

before, add ball after or delete 

ball. 



Settings Screen 

1. Match Settings - Everything from 

Dates down to Toss Details is the 

information you filled out when 

setting up the match.  You can 

edit any of these by tapping the 

respective row. *Note: Match Type 

can’t be edited.  

2. Invert Runs and Wickets - Switches 

the orientation of how the score is 

displayed. For example: runs then 

wickets (e.g. 11/1) or wickets then 

runs (e.g. 1/11). 

3. Live Scoring - Selecting this 

updates the score back to cricHQ 

server so users can view updates of 

the match on the website.  

4. Bowler Running In - If you select 

this a green box will appear over the 

main scoring keypad saying "bowler 

running in" .  The point of this is to 

both link up a camera and capture 

richer replay, as well as provide 

addtional commentary feeds in the 

live score displays. 

5. Hardware - To connect to any 

cameras or scoreboard tap these 

settings.  

6. Wagon Wheel - Turning this on will 

allow you to select the path of every 

ball on the field when hit.  When 

selected, you will also have the 

option of selecting to show dot balls 

or not. 

7. Pitch Map - Turning this on will 

mean you will select the path of the 

bowled ball on the pitch.  

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.



Pitch Map - Select the boxes to map 

the ball path.  You can select leg-side, 

off-side and switch these depending 

if the batsman is right handed or left 

handed.  

Wagon Wheel  - The pitch map will 

present itself first and then this view 

will appear allowing you to select 

the path the ball was hit on. Tap the 

screen in the appropriate place to 

pinpoint the ball, or tap and drag 

the point to the right area. Using the 

slider you can adjust the height of 

the ball.  There is also a bottom slider 

to indicate how many times the ball 

bounces.  

 

 

 

 

 

 



Extras Screen 

1.
2.

3.

4.

5. 6. 7.

8.

1. Wide - Tap if a wide was 

given and the numbers below 

will be open to selection. 

You will be asked how many 

additional runs or select 

Done. 

2. Leg Bye - Tap if a leg bye was 

given and how many were 

given.  

3. Bye - Tap if a bye was given 

and it will ask you to select 

how many were given with 

the numbers. 

4. No Balls - Tap if there was 

a no ball, options will then 

be able to be selected, such 

as no ball plus runs, leg bye 

or bye.  You can select the 

additional runs below.  

5. Penalties - Tap either penalty 

with addition of runs or 

penalty with loss of runs.  

When selected, you will then 

need to tap how many runs 

were either lost or gained 

below.  

6. Runs - Tap when runs were 

made that were not on the 

main scoring screen. E.g. 5.  

You will tap runs and then 

the number relevant below.  

7. Dot - Tap when a dot ball 

is made, this is also on the 

main scoring screen. 

8. Numbers - These become 

selectable when you have 

selected one of the above 

options and you want to add 

extra runs. 



Leg Bye Example - When you select 

Leg Bye you will see the numbers 

below are highlighted, asking you 

how many leg byes. 

No Balls Example  - Tap No Ball and 

you will either be able to select the 

run type and tap the Tick or select 

the addition of runs, leg bye or bye 

and then select the additional runs.  

 

 

 

 

 



Wicket Screen

1. Bowled - Tap Bowled and 

then tap the tick.  The 

bowler will be automatically 

awarded the dismissal. 

 

2. Caught - Tapping Caught 

will automatically select 

the wicketkeeper.  If it 

wasn’t caught by the keeper, 

deselect this, tap Fielder 

and, then select the player 

that took the catch.  

3. LBW - Leg Before Wicket, 

select and tap the tick. 

4. Stumped - You will be 

presented with the keeper 

and the option to change if 

the keeper was switched out 

and/or if the ball was wide. 

5. Run Out - You will be asked 

to select which batsman 

was run out and the fielders, 

the thrower and any other 

additions.  You can also add 

runs or extras.  

6. Hit Wicket - Select and tap 

the tick, or there is the option 

to select Wide. 

7. Handled Ball - Select which 

batsman was involved.  

8. Hit Ball Twice - Select and 

tap the tick.  You have the 

option of also selecting no 

ball.  

9. Timed Out - Tap timed out 

and then tap the tick.  

10. Obstructing the Field - 

Select and then you will 

be asked to choose the 

offending batsman and 

if any runs or extras were 

scored. 

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

9.

10.



Run Out Example - You will be asked 

to select which batsman was run out 

and the fielders, the thrower and any 

other additions.  You can also add 

runs or extras.  

Caught Example  - Tapping caught 

will give automatically select by 

keeper.  If it wasn’t caught by the 

keeper,  unselect and then select 

fielder and select the player that 

caught.  

 

 

 

 

 

 



News Feed

1.

2.

3. 4.

5.
6.

7.

1. Navigation - Tap to view 

the navigation draw to view 

different areas of the app.  

 

2. Post - Your posts and people 

you follow posts will display 

in list form. If it is a match, 

you can tap to view the 

match result/scorecard. 

3. Like - Tap the tick to like a 

post.   

4. Delete - Tap to delete the 

post.  You can only do this on 

your own posts.  

5. New Post - Tap to create a 

new post. 

6. Post Options - You have four 

options to post, free text of 

140 characters, photo, video 

and adding a link.  

7. Submit - Tap to submit your 

post. 



Notifications

1.

2.

1. Navigation - Tap to view 

the navigation draw to view 

different areas of the app.  

 

2. Notifications - See any 

notifications you have about 

matches/teams that you 

follow.  



Match Centre

1.

2.

3. 4.

5.

6.

7. 8.

1. Navigation - Tap to view 

the navigation draw to view 

different areas of the app. 

See that Match Centre is 

highlighted. 

2. In Progress - These are 

matches that are currently 

being played and scored. 

3. Search - If the competition 

or  team isn’t listed in your 

immediate view, you can 

search for the match here.  

4. Filter - Filter your matches, 

by choosing options such 

as date, location, official, 

unofficial, international etc 

5. Results - This is where you 

will find matches that have 

been played and scores 

uploaded.  

6. Match - Matches are listed 

with the two teams and the 

score for each innings and 

how many overs have been 

played.   

7. Scorecard - Tap to view the 

live scorecard for that match. 

 

8. Match Notifications - Tap to 

turn on notifications for that 

particular match.  

 



Match Centre

Results - Matches that are completed 

are listed here.  You can filter and 

search for particular results.  

Match Filter  - Filter the results you 

want to see by choosing between 

options of official, unofficial, 

international, domestic, date, 

location etc 

 

 

 

 



Match Centre

Live Score of Match - When you tap 

a match under either Results or In 

Progress you will see be presented 

with a live score screen.  Presented 

are the batsman and who is bowling, 

as well as a play by play of each ball. 

Scorecard  - Tapping the scorecard 

icon (that is in the top right of 

the previous screen)  you will be 

presented with a full scorecard of 

each innings.  

 

 

 

 

 



Players

1.

2.

1. Search - Tap and start typing 

the player you want to find.  

 

 

 

2. Follow - Tap the green button 

to start receiving updates on 

the matches they play and 

seeing their posts.  



Profile

1.

2.

3.

4.

1. Followers/Following - Tap 

to see a list of what teams/

players you are following 

and who is following you.  

2. Sub-navigation - When 

you are a player you will 

have two options across 

the top to navigate through: 

statistics and activity.

3. Statistics - Overview of your 

statistics for the current 

or most recent season you 

participated in. 

4. All Seasons - Tap to view 

your statistics across 

all the seasons you have 

participated in, involving 

cricHQ. 



Profile

Activity - Tap to view all posts you are 

in and/or have posted yourself.  Also 

you will see posts of those that you 

follow - these also include matches 

you were involved in.  Listed will also 

be the recent matches you have 

participated in. 

Club  -  When you tap View all 

seasons, this is the screen that 

appears.  It shows all your statistics 

across the various seasons.  

 



If I exit my current scoring match can I find it again 
to carry on?

I want to use my device for something else but I don't want to lose the 

data I've already scored.

 

This is not problem, simply come out of the app and use the device for 

another purpose, then open up the app and navigate to scoring tab 

and scoring to the 'Matches' section and tap 'Active Matches' section 

you will find your in progress match. You can also do this to navigate 

to other parts of the cricHQ app whilst scoring.

Adding Players that are not in your team

1. When setting up your teams in Match Info, tap the team you 

want to add a player too

2. Tap the player icon with a plus

3. Search for the player, you can either filter by club 

4. Select the player and tap the tick

5. Then confirm your changes

6. If you want to edit while in a game, tap settings and follow the 

instructions from 1.  

Adding unsure players 
 

When you have a fill in or the other team has a fill in and you don’t 

know the name of the player you can add an unsure player. You can 

do this once a game starts. 

 

The scenarios that you can add an unsure player are when

Selecting new bowler

Selecting new batsman

Selecting new keeper 

 

Tap the user icon with a question mark in the top bar and it will add 

an unsure player to the team players. 

 
 

FAQ



Replacing unsure players 

When you have the name of the player you want to replace you can 

switch them out with the unsure player.

1. Tap settings on the scoring page

2. Tap the unsure player you want to replace 

3. Then tap the tick box to select 

4. If the player isn’t already in your team list or full squad, you can 

add a new player to your club  by  tapping the user icon with the 

plus and then searching for them within your club. 

Activate Duckworth Lewis Stern within game

To activate duckworth Lewis Stern within a game you need to log a 

match delay. 

1. Tap Action

2. Select Match Delay

3. Choose the reason for match delay 

4. A screen saying match paused and a green action button saying 

Resume Match, when you want to resume the game press this 

button

5. You will be presented with a screen saying apply Duckworth 

Lewis Stern, have the toggle to green, and then select overs lost 

per team and choose a number 

6. Duckworth Lewis Stern will be activated and applied



How do I re-upload a match?

So occasionally the cricHQ website will not received the final match 

upload for a fixture. This means after being live for too long without 

receiving that final upload the site will take it down. To fix this we 

need you to get that final upload successfully sent up. This can be 

done by:

1. Go to Scoring on the application

2. Got to Finished matches

3. Select the match

4. A list of options will appear, select Upload to cricHQ

5. Complete any end match steps required and tap Upload Match 

followed by the confirmation option

With any luck this upload will be successful and within a few 

minutes the finished match will be visible!



How to score runs?  

How to score runs on the app,  

using the basic scorepad and 

extras. 

 

How do I use Wagon Wheels? 

Turn on wagon wheel and how to 

record path of shots on the ground.

How do I use Pitch Maps? 

Turn on Pitch Maps and how to 

record the path of balls bowled.

How do I score a Dot Ball?  

Score on the main scoring screen 

on through extras.

How do I Delete the last Ball of an 

over? 

Using the undo button to delete the 

last ball.  

How do I delete a ball within an 

over?

Using the edit function to delete a 

ball within an over.

What does the extra button do?

Learn all the functionality of the 

extra button. 

 

How to edit a ball?

Use the edit function to change any 

ball throughout the game. 

How to score wickets?

Using the wicket function to record 

how a wicket was taken and by 

which players.  

How to end an innings?

Using the Action function to end an 

innings and record why. 

Retire Batsman 

Using Action button to retire a 

batsman and select the reason.

Replace bowler

Using Action button to replace 

bowler and choose a new one.  

Replace Keeper

Using Action button to replace 

keeper and choose a new one. 

Match Transfer

Using Action button to select match 

transfer, receive pin and give to new 

scorer.  

How to view Scorecards and 

graphs 

Tap scorecard icon to view a 

full game scorecard and match 

statisitcs/graphs

How to End Match once game is 

completed

Follow on screen prompts and fill 

out End Match results.  

How to End Match during a game? 

Using Action button to end match 

during a game. 

Glossary


